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ABSTRACT
This paper aims to analyse the initiatives undertaken by some
immigrant communities residing in Latin America to record their
mobilisation around the First World War. After the armistice,
European communities in Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Mexico,
Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay and other countries gathered detailed
information about their activities during the conflict, published as
profusely illustrated books of remembrance, offered to their gov-
ernments as proof of their loyalty. The article intends to establish
the peculiar nature of these publications as records of the war
effort, and analyse the agents and processes of their elaboration,
and their role as commemorative but also as archival documents.
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Introduction

After the First World War, the warring states and their civil societies devoted themselves
to building the collective memory of the conflict. Many commemorative operations were
launched, and a myriad of cultural devices were employed to make sense of the war and
keep the memory of it alive for future generations. These memorials1 included official
histories of the war, monuments, museums, archives, and anniversaries of significant war
events.2 Among these devices, commemorative books constituted a specific war genre
that, as far as we know, has not been systematically explored yet, despite its omnipresence
in the belligerent countries and the similar tone.3 In fact, this kind of commemorative
instrument became widespread in the aftermath of the war. It was the result of official
initiatives centralised by the State4 and also of civilian and military associations (schools,
universities, parishes, boroughs, commercial and industrial firms, battalions and regi-
ments, and so on).5 The promoters of those works extolled the war cause that they had
defended and registered the names of the fallen soldiers, whose sacrifice was the proof of
their devotion to the homeland. However, although books of remembrance have been
frequently used as a source of information, they were not studied as a topic in itself.

From the perspective of the social and cultural history of the war6, this paper intends
to analyse some books of remembrance commemorating the participation of immi-
grant communities in Latin America in the Great War, examining their meaning for
the building of the memory of the armed struggle. The Americas were a favoured
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destination for the great transatlantic migrations of the second half of the nineteenth
century. The tide of European immigrants that between 1857 and 1914 flooded the
continent headed for the United States (27,000,000 people), Argentina (4,600,000),
Canada (4,000,000) and Brazil (3,300,000).7 In the nineteenth century, these four
countries were the most important receivers of European immigrants in the world.8

During the Great War, the warring powers mobilised their societies for total war. The
call to the home front also included the citizens residing overseas, showing the global
and transnational character of the conflict. Those migrants, despite the distance,
responded on a great scale to their government’s military and economic requests.
Once the conflict concluded, they also dedicated themselves to remembering their
contribution to their countries’ war effort through different memorials, including
books of remembrance.

An approach to the sources

The seven commemorative books analysed in this article are the only ones we could
locate up to this time in our research in Latin American and European libraries and
archives.9 Written in English, French, Italian or Spanish, these books were published in
the immediate aftermath of the First World War to memorialise the communities’ war
mobilisation. Except for the study of a facsimile edition of one of them,10 these publica-
tions have never been explored as such.

These books combined public and private sources, and a wide range of documents:
newspapers, diplomatic and consular records, documents from community institutions,
letters, and information and photographs provided by families and friends of the
mobilised soldiers, among others. Some of the original sources consulted by the books’
editors are still available, like many ethnic newspapers and official reports sent by
plenipotentiary ministers and consuls in Latin America to their countries’ Foreign
Affairs offices. However, other sources that provided information to the compilers did
not survive the passing of time. For instance, personal and family documents or associa-
tions’ archives frequently remained in private hands or were lost. As a result, books of
remembrance have the virtue of perpetuating information that, without them, would be
lost.

Four of the seven books of our corpus of analysis were produced by different actors
related to the British community in Latin America. Usually considered as elite immigra-
tion, most of this community was connected to British companies installed in the
subcontinent since the nineteenth century, which controlled the main resources of the
local economy (commerce, credit, insurance, transport, meatpacking, government loans,
land). The British presence was particularly important in Argentina (which concentrated
10% of Britain’s total overseas investments on the eve of the war), in Brazil, in Chile and
in Uruguay, with smaller interests and investments in other countries.11 Argentina and
Uruguay mainly depended on the British market for exports and imports, and British
railway companies dominated the transport systems. In Brazil, government loans and
coffee trade were controlled by British capital, while British companies ruled the Chilean
nitrate industry.12

Their presence was significant in large cities, as well as in small urban and rural towns.
The British had a high literacy rate, enjoyed the prestige derived from the civilisational
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role attributed to them by the Latin American elites and also exerted social influence
through sports. Like other immigrant communities, they developed a dense network of
social, cultural, and recreational associations.

Activities of the British Community in Argentina during the Great War 1914–1919 was
published ‘with the request and under the patronage’ of the British diplomatic and
consular authorities in Argentina, and different community institutions that had actively
participated in the war effort:

The British Society in the Argentine Republic, agreeably with the request and under the
patronage of H.M. Minister, Sir Reginald Tower, K.C.M.G., C.V.O., H.M. Consul-General,
Mr H.G. Mackie, C.B.E., and The British Legation, the British Consulate-General, the British
Chamber of Commerce, the British Patriotic Committee in the Argentine Republic, the
British Women’s Patriotic Association, the British Patriotic Society of Rosario, St. Andrew’s
Society of the River Plate and the Royal Colonial Institute Branch in Argentina.13

The South Pacific Mail, a leading British newspaper of theWest Coast, published a special
issue, commemorating the mobilisation of the community of that region: South Pacific
Mail: War memorial number: An historical record of the tribute of the British communities
in Chile, Peru and Bolivia, during the Great War 1914–1918.14 Valparaiso was the Chilean
city that concentrated the largest presence of British subjects, mostly involved in business
activities. The South Pacific Mail was based there, but it reached to different places in the
country and also in Peru and in Bolivia. The editor and owner of this newspaper was
Henry A. Hill, who promoted various patriotic fundraising initiatives during the
conflict.15

A Book of Remembrance, 1914–191816 registered the fallen volunteers of the British
community from different latitudes of the subcontinent: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile,
Colombia, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Guyana, Mexico, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay
and Venezuela. This book held in its cover the badge of the British Volunteers of Latin
America (BVLA) and was promoted by the Anglo-South American Depot, an organisa-
tion created in London during the war to care for British volunteers from South America
during their service under the British arms.17

Finally, The Central Argentine Railway Volunteers: Their Book18 was focused on
a specific group of the British community in Argentina: the 415 workers of the British
railway company who left the country to enrol in the King’s army. It is a very peculiar
initiative, and, in fact, it is a project of a non-published book. A Mrs Mary Campbell
gathered photographs and newspaper clippings about the war and the volunteers, as well
as poems and letters, in a typed, unbound, handmade volume. As in the case of other
books’ compilers or publishers, there is practically no information available about her,
except that she was the wife (or widow) of a W.F. Campbell. In 1917, she lived in Victoria
(province of Buenos Aires, Argentina) and two years later in Cañada de Gómez (province
of Santa Fe); both towns were stations on the Central Argentine Railway. It is possible to
speculate that she was a relative or a close acquaintance of some of the soldiers honoured
in the book or was related to the family of Allan Campbell, an American engineer that
designed that line and found British stakeholders for its construction.19 Mrs Campbell
collected materials for the volume for almost two years and after the war presented it to
the authorities of the railway company to obtain support for its publication. However,
they rejected the project due to its high cost.
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A second European community that published a book of remembrance after the
Great War was the French one in Mexico. French migration to Latin America
exhibited a heterogeneous socio-economic profile, with railway entrepreneurs, impor-
ters, bankers, artisans, and people of lower income in services and other economic
activities. With a residency pattern like the British one, they also founded a wide range
of associations.20 The French were important in the Southern Cone but also in
Mexico. In that country, they were the second European community behind the
Spaniards.21

The Album d’honneur de tous les français résidant au Mexique partis pour la France,
1914–1919 (Memorial book of all the French residents in Mexico who left for France,
1914–1919)22 was a joint initiative of the publisher and owner of the printing house ‘La
Nacional’, Silvio Greco Cotti, and the trader and French consular agent in the Mexican
city of Puebla, Edouard Chaix.23 It was based on a special issue of one of the French
community newspapers, L’Echo Français, published in August 1916.24

The Italians in Latin America also released a commemorative book about their war
effort: Gli italiani nel Sud America ed il loro contributo alla guerra: 1915–1918 (The
Italians in South America and their contribution to the war: 1915–1918).25 The book
devoted the major portion of the volume (68%) to the activities of the Italians in
Argentina, but also accounted for those carried out in other Latin American countries:
Brazil, Uruguay, Paraguay, Chile, Peru, Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Venezuela,
Guatemala, San Salvador and Honduras. That proportion is due to the fact that
Argentina was the main Latin American destiny for Italian migrants, followed by
Brazil. Between 1881 and 1914, it received almost 2 million Italians.26 In 1914, the
Italian community was the most populous foreign colony in that country; with nearly
a million people, it constituted 11.79% of the total population.27

Although, like the other nationalities, Italians settled chiefly in the big cities, they also
had an outstanding presence in rural areas. Italian immigrants had a more popular social
profile and a lower literacy rate than the British and the French. Despite numerous cases
of upward social mobility, which led to the formation of banking, commercial and
industrial companies owned by Italians, most of the community in Latin America were
part of the working class in their host countries.28

One of the compilers of Gli italiani was ‘editor of luxury works’ and owner of
a photogravure firm in Buenos Aires (Argentina);29 his partner, Santino Barbieri, was
an unknown writer.30

The last book of remembrance considered in this paper is El Album de la Victoria (The
Album of Victory).31 An initiative of Argentine intellectuals who supported the Allied
cause during the war, the book contained a summary of the French, British, Belgian,
Italian and Romanian communities’ material contribution, and also a list of mobilised
and decorated French citizens.32 One of its editors, Alberto Gerchunoff, had a long and
recognised career in Argentina as a writer and journalist, and during the war adopted
a passionate pro-Allied stance.33 Although it was not a project of immigrant commu-
nities, this work shows the interethnic cooperation established by them with their
counterparts from the same side in the war and with local sectors with shared perspec-
tives about the conflict.

In most cases, the production of the books was costly, being luxury editions, hard-
cover, printed on high-quality paper and profusely illustrated. This last aspect seems to
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have been the priciest, according to the arguments given by the Central Argentine
Railway Company to Mrs Campbell to reject publication:

The very high figure mentioned by the Publishing Firm here as the probable cost of
producing your book, quite prevents the Railway Company from undertaking the respon-
sibility . . . The great expense lies in the reproduction of portraits, I understand, and these of
course, could not be cut down at all.34

It is very likely that, given their cost, these works were intended primarily for libraries of
the community’s institutions and their members. According to Pérez-Siller, Album
d’honneur was a best seller in the French colony in Mexico and especially in its city of
publication, Puebla, where the most prosperous members of the community were
settled.35 That was probably the case of the British in Argentina too. As Arthur Holder
stated in a letter addressed to the British Minister in that country, Sir Reginald Tower,
5,000 subscription orders for Activities of the British Community would be distributed as
follows:

British Society members . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 2,100
St Andrew’s Society for their members . . . . . .. . .. . . 750
British Chamber of Commerce do. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 500
British Patriotic Society, Rosario do. . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . 500
The Navy League . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300
Representatives and Branches of the British

Society for local work . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 600
Balance as opportunity offers . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 250
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,00036

Besides the high-spending sectors of the community, families and friends of mobilised
soldiers were also interested in the acquisition of these books as a souvenir of an event
that had marked their lives forever. For instance, the Anglican pastor William
C. Morris asked Mrs Campbell about the date of publication of her book project,
because ‘I desire to purchase several copies for friends, some of whom have come
through the war.’37

The South Pacific Mail probably achieved a wider circulation than the other com-
memorative publications since it was a special issue of the newspaper and, as a result,
cheaper than the books.

Compiling the war effort

The First World War represented a turning point in the meaning of war commemora-
tion. Until then, war memorials ‘honoured victories and victorious commanders, not
massive human loss.’38 The unprecedented scale of violence unleashed by total war led to
a democratisation of remembrance, to the recognition of individual loss, to the cult of the
fallen soldier, and to ‘the remembrance of glory rather than the horror of war.’39 As John
Horne stated, total war fostered national mobilisation – and self-mobilisation – appealing
to the sense of belonging to the nation.40 Language was essential for mobilisation, but
also to death and mourning: ‘The language of sacrifice, consolation, redemption and
rebirth . . . ran through the war experience in secular as well as religious terms, presiding
over the confrontation of national mobilisation with mass death.’41
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Books of remembrance ‘provide an evidence of the service record of the dead, but
also they elevate the names to a semi-sacred status of sacrifice for the nation.’42 At the
same time, they express patterns of social belonging more circumscribed than the
nation.43 In the case we studied, they were focused on the communities that immi-
grants built in their diaspora in Latin America, and, in the case of Mary Campbell’s
scrapbook, on an even smaller group: the workers of the Central Argentine Railway.
Thus, soldiers were remembered for their sacrifice serving the homeland and, at the
same time, for their status of members of smaller communities related to their home-
land by patriotic ties.

This dual nature of the commemoration is also connected with immigrant commu-
nities’ condition of transnational actors, located at the intersection of their society of
origin and their host society, which usually determines a hybrid identity. In effect, in the
diaspora, they developed local social, economic and cultural associations and networks,
as well as an awareness of themselves as a specific community; at the same time, they kept
linkages with their countries of origin. These interactions resulted in varied and multi-
directional identity constructions.44

Wars posed a challenge to immigrant communities. Anthony Smith has highlighted
the ambiguous effects of wars on national identities, writing that they can contribute to
‘the shaping of ethnicity and its attendant imagery, as well as in fostering and also
undermining ethnic cohesion.’45 The commemorative books analysed show that, at
least at the level of discourse, the war led to the prioritisation of unity to the detriment
of internal divisions. Thus, for instance, the editor of Activities of the British Community
clarified that the book used the term ‘British’ ‘in its most general signification, embracing
therefore, all that appertains to the English, Scotch, Irish and Welsh units of the
Community.’46 The rhetoric of the ‘sacred union’ subsumed these ethnic identities,
anchored in historical and cultural factors, into a common loyalty to Britain. In the
case of the Italians, the book of remembrance also expressed the prevalence of consensus
around the war effort over the internal cleavages, such as regionalist, class, confessional
and political differences, that divided the community.

All the commemorative books listed the names of the fallen soldiers as part of the
democratisation of remembrance, ‘acknowledging individual loss in a new collective
culture of commemoration’, and converting the dead in symbols of exemplary civic
virtue.47 As Thomas Laqueur points out,

the centrality of names in modern memorial practice must be understood not only . . . as an
antidote to a modern anxiety of erasure or disintegration – to the poisons of time – but also
as the result of the modern notion that everyone has a memorable life to live, or in any case
the right to a life story.48

Books of remembrance perpetuated the names of the fallen, rescuing them from oblivion,
and transmitting their individual stories of sacrifice to the next generations.

All the books analysed in this article recorded the fallen of each community, and three
of them also listed the mobilised soldiers.49 Their editors indicated that the compiled
information was necessarily incomplete. In general, they had no access to official data and
had to collect information in the community press or from families, friends and employ-
ers of the soldiers. Holder indicated that Activities of the British Community was based on
information from:
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the “Register of Volunteers from Argentina who responded to the call of our King and
Country”, kept by the British Society in the Argentine Republic, and published monthly in
the “British Magazine” 1916–1920, in the form of Preliminary Lists, Distinctions and
Awards. The Register has been compiled from information supplied by relations, friends
and acquaintances of the volunteers, from volunteers themselves, from employers and
patriotic organisations in Argentina and London, from press cuttings, and numerous
other sources. The compiler not having access to War Office records [it] should not be
regarded as official. Efforts have been made, as far as possible, to verify the data, and the
publication is now made with the reservation necessary under such conditions.50

A book of Remembrance also admitted the fragmentary nature of its list of the fallen
British Volunteers from Latin America. The book only enumerated those registered in
the Anglo-South American Depot,

supplemented by information given by individuals and firms connected with Latin
America . . . those Anglo-South Americans who were already living as students or visitors
in the British Isles at the outbreak of war, and also volunteers from the Falkland Islands and
British Guiana.51

In some cases, the difficulties came from the geographical scope of the books. Arigoni and
Barbieri declared that they had travelled around Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay and
Paraguay personally, consulting diplomatic and community authorities, as well as jour-
nalists, and that they depended on correspondence for data from other countries.52

Considering that Album d’honneur was based on a very early record of information –
dating from 1916 – and published in January 1919, it is probably the least comprehensive
book of the corpus analysed here. On the other hand, The Central Argentine Railway
Volunteers had the merit of recording all the volunteers who took part in the war,
according to the official information provided by the company.53

Most of the books listed the names of the mobilised and/or fallen soldiers in a strict
alphabetical order, thus reflecting the democratisation of remembrance and the equaliser
effect of death. This criterion was the same as that applied by the Commonwealth War
Graves Commission, which opted for the uniformity of graves and headstones, indepen-
dently of rank or decorations, thus expressing wartime camaraderie.54

There were two exceptions in our corpus. The first one was the Album d’honneur,
which organised the lists of mobilised and fallen ‘poilus’ (as the French infantry soldiers
were informlly called) by the commercial or industrial firm to which they belonged. This
was probably related to the fact that the book was mainly aimed at the French community
elites. In addition to advertising their establishments, the social status of the owners was
outlined, as well as their influence on the workers they employed. The second exception
was Mary Campbell’s book project, which listed the volunteers and decorated soldiers
according to their department in the Central Argentine Railway; then within each
department, the list followed an alphabetical order. This way of arranging information
implied the prioritisation of the ethnic social hierarchies previous to the war. It also
allowed to show that, responding to the call to arms, the administration had been up to its
social and civic responsibility, stimulating workers and employees with its own example
of loyalty to the homeland.55

Both cases reflect the widespread prevalence of the familial corporate rhetoric on
businesses and industries in the first decades of the twentieth century. According to it, the
employers exerted a patriarchal role over their employees, and workplace relations were
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guided by obligation, cooperation, harmony and camaraderie.56 Wartime reinforced that
organisational logic within the community businesses around the ‘sacred union’ dis-
course. For the mobilisation effort, the economic elites of the community exerted their
ethnic leadership through a deferential influence that, at the same time, was presented as
horizontal solidarity to the homeland.

The detailed information about the military mobilisation provided by most of these
books is an invaluable source for the social and cultural history of the war in the
periphery. It allows for reconstructing the profile of the sector more directly committed
to the war cause: the citizens abroad who risked (or lost) their lives to serve their
homeland, despite the distance and the links established with the host society. Usually,
the books included the professional and geographical background of the enlisted soldiers,
date of departure to Europe, regiment, military rank, honours and distinctions, cause of
death and portraits, generally in military uniform. On occasions, it is also possible to
establish if they were the first or second generation of Europeans. Moreover, the books
sometimes allow the readers to glimpse the tragedy of the war through family stories; for
instance, a list of ‘Brothers who served’ registered cases of families who had lost many of
their enrolled sons.57

Despite the deficiencies of their sources, the editors of the books of remembrance
could offer a general panorama of the communities’ military contributions to the Great
War. For instance, the British colony in Argentina provided at least 4,852 volunteers to
the Empire’s army, 527 of whom were recorded in the Roll of Honour for having fallen in
the battlefields. At the same time, the enrolled Britons from the West Coast (most of
them from Chile) numbered 1,781 men, 245 of whom were killed in action.58 For their
part, the Italians mobilised from Argentina were around 32,430, with 393 casualties,59

and those from Brazil, 8,951, with 280 dead.60

These figures included immigrants’ sons born in Latin America, according to the jus
sanguinis adopted by the European states. This citizenship principle clashed with the
Latin American nationality laws, based on the jus soli. According to it, nationality was
automatically granted to those born in their territory. As a result, the second generation
of Europeans were considered Latin American citizens and subjects to the military
obligations associated with that status. During the war, this was a source of tensions,
since the second generation had to face the superposition of military duties, as European
and Latin American citizens, that affected war mobilisation. As some studies state, the
response to the call to arms seems to have been higher among the first generation than
among their sons. However, the military mobilisation of Europeans abroad was also
limited, among other factors, by their integration into the host societies, especially strong
among Italians and French compared to British.61

The migrants’ remittances from Latin America to their homelands were a usual
practice that contributed to the European nations’ economy.62 In emergencies like the
Great War, they increased. Thus, besides the lists of mobilised and/or fallen soldiers, four
of our books also offered a detailed catalogue of the extensive range of the communities’
human and material contributions to the war effort.63 As the editor of one of them
pointed out,
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The work of those who remained behind in these Republics – the women, the physically
unfit, and the older men – also deserves to be placed on record. Though they could not go
themselves they contributed a magnificent quota to the innumerable War Relief Funds.64

The exhaustive balance of the collected money and its allocation included in these
publications make it possible to assess the scale of the communities’ contribution to
the war and the prioritised humanitarian projects, and to observe some differences
between them. Taking the Argentine case as a reference, the Italian community assigned
the collected money to serve in the first place the needs of the soldiers’ families and, as the
conflict prolonged, those of the widows, orphans and disabled, and only in second place
their homeland’s official charity initiatives and war loans.65 On the other hand, the
British community raised money in the first place for the British Red Cross, in second
place for other British and Allied War and Patriotic Funds, and finally for local war,
patriotic relief and repatriation funds.66 These different priorities can shed light on the
complexity of identity processes in diaspora contexts and, again, on the differential levels
of integration in the receiving society.

The objectives of the books

What were the purposes of these books of remembrance? Why did Europeans settled in
Latin America decide to leave a testimony of their war mobilisation? There is not
a univocal response to these questions. However, we can observe some explicit goals
and speculate about others, not necessarily mutually exclusive.

All the books – not only those devoted to registering the military mobilisation –
declared their intention to pay tribute to the community’s men who joined their home-
land’s army, especially to those who lost their lives in the war. They extolled the
individual sacrifice of men, who abandoned the social position they had built in the
New World and travelled considerable distances to serve the homeland, risking or even
giving their lives. Thus, the books were launched:

To help keep green the memory of those men . . . who so willingly responded to the call of
their country. Many of them, left home, wife and children; many gave up hopes of
advancement, their health and many their lives to rally round our flag.67

in memory of those gallant men who, coming across the seas from South America, Central
America and Mexico, to fight in the Great War, gave their lives in the cause of freedom . . .
They were few in number, but they formed a fitting tribute, a very convincing evidence of
love to the Empire for which they fell.68

Those works, which focused on the communities’ military and economic contribution,
honoured the memory of the soldiers with different emphases. British books offered first
a list of all the enrolled soldiers and those mentioned in the Roll of Honour with a short
biographical sketch of each one and the portraits of most of them; then in second place,
information about the fundraising activities of the leading associations participating in
the war effort.69 For its part, Gli italiani registered first the material contributions, and
then the names of the fallen, with a few pictures of some of them.

On the other hand, these initiatives were aimed at making visible to their governments
and countrymen in Europe the response of these migrant communities to the general
mobilisation. Recording their contributions, in manpower and money or supplies,
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represented a reaffirmation of their connections with the homeland despite the physical
distance, the passing of the years and their integration into the host societies.

As Arthur Holder explicitly asserted, ‘[t]he object of this volume is to place on record
the response of the British Community in Argentina, in Men, Money and Material, to the
call of the Motherland.’70 Or, in the words of the editors of Gli italiani,

it seemed that . . . in Italy, fully occupied with the gigantic effort on which depended its very
existence, it was not well-known, in all its quality and range, the extraordinary contribution
of the Italian community in South America to the last war of independence . . . we were
interested in offering the faithful and concrete notion of the collective spirit of strong and
genuine patriotism that animated the Italians of South America, without distinction of class,
age and years of staying far away from homeland.71

In most cases, the authorities of the countries of origin recognised the effort made by their
overseas citizens, sending messages of gratitude that were included in the commemorative
books. That was the case of the note posted by King George V to his subjects in Latin
America acknowledging their ‘acts of patriotism and self-sacrifice’, and that written by
Queen Mary, thanking the volunteers that had contributed to the war fund she had
chaired.72 The Italian community in the subcontinent received messages of acknowledge-
ment from Vittorio Orlando, Minister of Interior until 1919; Benito Mussolini, Prime
Minister from 1922; Admiral Paolo Thaon di Revel, Minister of the Navy from 1922;
General Enrico Caviglia,‘victor of Vittorio Veneto’;, and General Pietro Badoglio, which
are reproduced in the book of remembrance.73 Recognition also came from different
sectors of the civil society, such as the members of the Anglo-South American Depot,
who promoted the publication of A book of Remembrance in their honour.

In some cases, publicity and commercial purposes also intervened in the elaboration of
these memorial resources. Four of these commemorative books contained advertisements
for companies belonging to the community. Sometimes, this advertising – usual to get
financing support for publication – was accompanied by a kind of covert advertising. For
instance, as mentioned before, the Album d’honneur gave a central place to the businesses
of the French community in Mexico and used them as criteria to organise information on
the mobilised ‘poilus’. In addition to numerous advertisements of companies of the Italian
community in Argentina and Brazil, Gli italiani devoted almost 10% of the volume to
review the trajectory of banking, industrial, commercial and agricultural companies of that
origin. This figure sharply contrasts with the 1.82% of the pages devoted to registering the
names of the fallen soldiers from all the Latin American countries included in the book.

Finally, it is possible to speculate that books of remembrance helped some com-
munity leaders to accumulate social, symbolic and political capital.74 The notables
who chaired the war committees formed after the outbreak of the war – usually
businessmen and intellectuals – controlled the community’s institutions and social
networks and centralised fundraising. Some of the analysed books included the lists
and even portraits of their leaders, extolling their wartime action. Gli italiani was an
extreme case. It listed the leaders of the Comitato Italiano di Guerra (Italian War
Committee) of each district of Argentina, and, to a lesser extent, of other community
associations, and it published hundreds of portraits of the most prominent of them.
As mentioned previously, the Album d’honneur also focused attention on the com-
munity elites and their businesses, emphasising their role in the war effort.
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Without intending to minimise the ethnic leaders’ patriotic zeal, we should not
exclude an instrumental use of their role in the community’s mobilisation in wartime
to consolidate or expand their individual sphere of influence inside the colony and/or in
the society of origin. The prestige of having led the patriotic campaign during the war
could be translated into prominent positions in the local and/or transnational commu-
nity in its aftermath. In that sense, books of remembrance could serve as tools for the
community’s internal politics.

In summary, collective and patriotic motivations and particular interests, sometimes
intertwined, converged in the elaboration of books of remembrance.

Conclusions

In the first post-war years, European migrants established in Latin America focused on
recording their participation in their countries’ war mobilisation through a widespread
commemorative resource that helped them to make sense of their war effort: the books of
remembrance. These publications articulated the different dimensions and networks in
which the communities operated: local, regional and transnational. Summarising their
contributions in soldiers and money to the war cause, they served several simultaneous
purposes. They allowed communities to reassert their diaspora identity, anchoring them
into a place and time, and getting recognition for the sacrifices of their volunteers and
reservists, and their material contributions to the homeland. At the same time, com-
memorative books made the colonies visible in their countries of origin and allowed
them to invoke and reinforce their transnational identity. Finally, they may have con-
tributed to position the elites inside the communities’ political schemes at a local and/or
transnational level.

These sources have great potential to contribute to the social and cultural history of
the war in the peripheries. They are useful to study the response of migratory groups to
the dilemma of wartime and their military, economic and cultural mobilisation. They
shed light on the building of a community memory that expressed a multi-sided ethnic
identity. Finally, they allow decentring the history of the First World War, drawing
attention to the interactions between belligerent Europe and the global peripheries
through the intermediation of the European diaspora.

From an archival perspective, these books of remembrance constitute a unique source.
In the first place, they gather scattered and fragmentary information, of different nature
and geographical origin, and compile data still available with other of more ephemeral
existence. In this sense, besides their commemorative role, these books also play the
function of repositories of information that transcend its time. In the second place, these
publications defy the usual distinction between published sources and archives since they
build themselves from both and compile them in a printed volume. Finally, the transna-
tional nature of the war experience and its recording lead to revising the notion of
archives as a self-contained corpus, proving the necessity of crossing diverse archives
from different locations, and showing the importance of the dialogue between different
kind of sources.
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